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Abstract. The last decade has witnessed a boom in social networking platforms; each new platform is unique in its own ways, and offers
a different set of features and services. In order to avail these services,
users end up creating multiple virtual identities across these platforms.
Researchers have proposed numerous techniques to resolve multiple such
identities of a user across different platforms. However, the ability to link
different identities poses a threat to the users’ privacy; users may or may
not want their identities to be linkable across networks. In this paper,
we propose Nudging Nemo, a framework which assists users to control
the linkability of their identities across multiple platforms. We model the
notion of linkability as the probability of an adversary (who is part of the
user’s network) being able to link two profiles across different platforms,
to the same real user. Nudging Nemo has two components; a linkability
calculator which uses state-of-the-art identity resolution techniques to
compute a normalized linkability measure for each pair of social network
platforms used by a user, and a soft paternalistic nudge, which alerts the
user if any of their activity violates their preferred linkability. We evaluate
the effectiveness of the nudge by conducting a controlled user study on
privacy conscious users who maintain their accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Outcomes of user study confirmed that the proposed
framework helped most of the participants to take informed decisions,
thereby preventing inadvertent exposure of their personal information
across social network services.
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Introduction

Online Social Media (OSM) platforms are becoming popular among users of Internet. These platforms provide different types of services ranging from personal
networks to interest based networks [1]. With so many social media platforms
around, there are many reasons for users to register and maintain accounts (identities) across more than one OSM platform. According to statistics released by
Pew Research Center in 2016, more than half of online users (56%) use more

than one OSM platform, a trend which has been consistent in the past few years
[2]. A few of the reasons are a)type of content being shared and b)type of network being offered. Examples of varying type of content is that some OSMs
promote sharing of images (like Flickr and Instagram) or videos (like YouTube)
while others promote sharing of short messages (like Twitter) or combination of
messages, video and images (like Facebook). For demonstrating different types
of networks being provided to users, some OSMs provide access to professional
network (like LinkedIn) while others provide access to a more personal network (like Facebook). These factors complicate and affects users’ participation
in these networks. For instance, an incoming friend request on a professional
network tends to be accepted even if a requester is not personally known (referred as ‘others’) whereas on a personal network, a user would not like to accept
such a request. Similarly, a user is likely to post about personal life events on
a network like Facebook, but would probably refrain from doing the same on a
professional network like LinkedIn. 3 Most instances discussed above are commonplace for a majority of social media users today. However, such instances
give rise to a variety of privacy implications which are seldom addressed or acknowledged. Consciously or unconsciously, users tend to have a certain set of
attributes and characteristics common across multiple social media platforms
(for example, date of birth, city of residence, screen name, etc.), which enables
third parties and adversaries to be able to link two profiles on different platforms
to the same real world user. While some users may not be concerned about their
profiles being linked and others might, in most cases, users are simply unaware of
the phenomenon of any such linkability of their profiles online. Researchers have
termed this concept of linking two online profiles to a user as identity resolution,
and have demonstrated multiple techniques in the past where they have been
able to correctly link profiles across platforms with a high success rate [4–11, 13,
15].
In this paper, we propose Nudging Nemo, a framework that allows users to
learn about and control the linkability of their own profiles across different social
media platforms. Our key contributions are as follows:
– We quantify linkability using a metric termed as linkability score which quantifies either separation or closeness between two identities belonging to the
same user on different OSM platforms.
– We identify the factors (profile attributes) that contribute to the computed
linkability score so that user is well informed to take remedial measures.
– We design and develop a soft paternalistic linkability nudge which alert users
whenever their behavior results in change of linkability score beyond userconfigured desired range.
– Lastly, we conduct a controlled lab study to evaluate effectiveness of the
linkability nudge.
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We validated these claims by conducting an online pre-study survey as part of our
work. Detailed results of the survey have been omitted from this manuscript due to
space constraints.
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Related Work

Numerous methods and techniques have been studied by researchers for performing identity resolution across multiple OSNs. Work from Zafarani et. al. [4]
exploited users’ unique behavioral patterns that lead to information redundancies across sites to solve the problem of identity resolution. Bartunov et. al. [5]
proposed an approach based on conditional random fields which leverages profile
attributes and social linkages. Carmagnola et. al. [6] proposed an approach to
identify users on different social networks using their public data. Jain et. al.
[7], for instance, divided the task of identity resolution into two steps namely,
identity search and identity match.The author presented novel methods [8] for
searching and linking multiple identities across OSNs. Their eventual aim was
to aggregate the data related to same user across multiple sites by identifying
users and retrieving their data. According to Liu et. al. [9], the task of linking
users across communities, comprises of two variants. In first variation, task is to
find whether a set of usernames are owned by a single person and in second, the
task is to find all usernames of a single person across multiple sites. Goga et. al.
[10] explored the innocuous activities of users namely in the form of geo-location
attached to user’s posts, timestamp of posts and writing styles of users to identify accounts that belong to the same user across different sites. Lim et. al. [11]
studied the cross-sharing behavior (which refers to the act of posting similar
content across multiple sites) of users across six OSNs namely Flickr, Google+,
Instagram, Tumblr, Twitter and YouTube. Zhang et. al. [12] proposed canopying framework that performs linking of user profiles by using domain knowledge
from online social networks. Li et. al. [13] uses both personal and social identity
features of users to develop better identity resolution techniques.
Besides above, we also draw ideas from prior work related to design of nudges
particularly those related to privacy. Leenes et. al. [14] in their work suggested
segregation of audience for profile attributes of user on OSNs so that its visibility
is controllable. Wang et. al. [16] designed and implemented modifications to
the Facebook web interface that would nudge user to consider the content and
audience of their online disclosures. Wang et. al. [17] had also earlier developed
three types of privacy nudge, one was to provide the audience of a post, second
was developed to introduce time delays before a post goes public and third was
provided to obtain user feedback. Authors in [18] and [19] worked to understand
and find out the set of actions that users perform over OSNs which they later
regret which could be a good indicator of privacy leaks and need for nudging so
that those actions don’t get repeated in future. Ziegeldorf et. al. [20] proposed
a novel design paradigm called comparison based privacy in which a users can
compare their privacy metrics with other groups of users to evaluate privacy
disclosure levels. From works of [21] and [22], it can be seen that with widespread
use of mobile devices, the ideas of privacy nudges are being applied on mobile
platforms as well. To the best of our knowledge, there exist no prior work which
provides a mechanism of nudging (or providing a feedback) users to prevent
disclosures owing to the resolution of their multiple identities, which is the focus
of our work.
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Linkability Score

Linkability score quantifies the degree of closeness or separation between two
identities on a pair of OSM platforms. Linkability score varies between 0 to 1,
lower value would mean that the two identities are less linkable where high value
would mean more linkable. Our approach to solution comprises of computing a
function that takes a user’s identities iA and iB on two OSM platforms A and
B, respectively as input and compute linkability score between them as below.
LSiA ,iB ← flinkability

score (iA , iB )

(1)

Identity of a user u on OSM platform X is modeled as feature vector that is
values < v1X , v2X , ..., vnX > corresponding to n features < f1X , f2X , ..., fnX >. Given
an identity pair < iA , iB > as input, the function for computing the linkability
score is weighted sum of appropriate feature similarity metric (F SM ) between
corresponding feature values of identity pair.
n

flinkability

1X
F SM (viA , viB )
score (iA , iB ) ←
n i=1

(2)

Weighted sum formulation was adopted after thoroughly evaluating other
approaches (like probabilistic) on large dataset of similar and dissimilar identity
pairs in our prior work, details of which are not included due to space constraints.
In addition, we rank features based on their contribution to the linkability score.
3.1

Design & Implementation

In order to compute linkability scores between pair of identities of a user, we
designed a web based application based on Django framework.4 Fig 1 depicts
the flowchart of the steps which are performed for computation of linkability
scores.
On client side, there are two key steps as below.
1. User selects OSM platform, in our experiments as we shall discuss later, the
options are Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
2. User sends request for grant of access token so that our web application can
get access to user’s profile information.
On server side, following steps are performed.
3. After obtaining access authorization, web application collects user’s data
from the OSM platform’s API endpoints.
4. Collected user data is passed as input to identity resolution algorithms which
specifies various features, say < f1X , f2X , ..., fnX >.
5. Using the user’s data, values of these features are computed on different
OSM platforms, say < v1X , v2X , ..., vnX >.
6. Finally, using the feature vectors and algorithm (namely, Nemo, Hydra and
Mobius), linkability scores for each pair of OSM platforms are computed
using eq. 1 and eq. 2.
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Django Framework, https://www.djangoproject.com/
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Fig. 1: Flowchart depicting the steps involved for computing linkability scores
3.2

Identity Resolution Methods

We leverage features from three well known Identity Resolution (IR) methods
namely NEMO [7], HYDRA [15] and MOBIUS [4]. All these methods propose
techniques using user’s profile attributes and behavior in order to resolve user’s
identities across OSM platforms. However, our aim is to build upon these existing IR methods and propose a metric which we refer as linkability score, which
quantifies the possibility of linkability or non-linkability of user’s identities across
OSM platforms. In the first IR method used, referred as NEMO, Jain et. al.
[7] have used four algorithms for identity resolution, namely profile search, content search, self-mention search and network search. In our work, we have used
only profile search and content search algorithms. For computing linkability between two identities on different OSMs, we have considered five features namely
username, name of user, location, profile image and post contents with suitable
similarity measures. In second IR method that we use, referred as HYDRA,
Liu et. al. [15] have mainly considered user behavioral modeling, namely, User
Attribute Modeling, User Style Modeling and Multimedia Content Generation.
User Attribute Modeling considers textual attributes and visual attributes configured in their identities by user on different OSM platforms. To sum up, we
use name of user, education, work, profile image, website, post contents and
multimedia content (images) as the features. The third IR method, referred as
MOBIUS and proposed by Zafarani et. al. [4], is based on the fact that when
individuals select usernames, they exhibit certain behavioral patterns, which often leads to information redundancy. We computed the top 10 most important
features identified by Zafarani et. al. [4] for username matching in the context
of identity resolution. It may be stated here that due to restrictions in the endpoints offered by APIs and the number of attributes offered by OSM platforms
namely Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, we could use only limited features of
NEMO, HYDRA and MOBIUS.

3.3

Ethics

Given that we are accessing user’s data, we have taken utmost care that we follow
the principles of ethical research. The user data which we collect is obtained using
temporary access tokens which would typically expire after few hours and we
would no longer be able to get user data anytime in future unless user explicitly
refreshes them. All users who were involved in evaluation of our nudge were
informed about data collection and data usage upfront, they were recruited in
evaluation study voluntarily.
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Linkability Nudge

Linkability nudge is our proposed mechanism which introduces soft paternalistic
interventions to user whenever user’s behavior causes linkability score to change
beyond the desired range configured by the user.
4.1

Architecture

We implement linkability nudge by developing a chrome browser plugin that can
be installed on user’s web browser.5 This plugin monitors user’s behavior in terms
of the content being posted over OSM platforms and changes to profile attributes
being made on OSM platforms. Architecturally, linkability nudge comprises of
three main components namely browser extension, nudge server and linkability
compute server, as depicted in Fig. 2.
Browser Extension This is the only component where a user is required
to install on Google chrome web browser. It performs a number of functions
as follows: (1) Maintains user’s identity and user context across the entire user
session. (2) Captures user’s posting activity and changes in profile attributes
on all configured OSM platforms. (3) Also displays linkability nudge in various
forms, discussed later.
Nudge Server: This is the component that is required to be installed on
server side. It is an intermediary which sits between the browser extension and
linkability compute server. It performs following functions: (1) Receives user’s
access token from browser extension and sends them to OSM servers to obtain
user’s data. (2) Stores user’s data in a database temporarily. (3) Passes the
information pertaining to user’s activities like making a post or changing profile
attribute to the linkability compute server. (4) Sends across the newly computed
linkability scores to the browser extension from time to time based upon user’s
activities.
Linkability Compute Server: This is the component which performs most
of the heavy computation involved in calculation of linkability scores and it is to
be installed on server side. It performs following functions: (1) It implements the
identity resolution methods to compute linkability scores. (2) It retrieves user’s
5

Plugin shall be soon made available on Chrome Web Store for people to use and
provide their feedback.
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of operation of Linkability Nudge depicting three key components namely browser extension(plugin), Nudge Server and Linkability Compute Server.

data from the database as input to compute linkability scores at initial setup
time. (3) Subsequently, it receives every user activity’s information (whether
making a post or changing profile attribute), recomputes linkability scores and
sends them back to nudge server.
4.2

Nudge Design

Inspired from the works of Schaub et. al. [23] and Acquisti et. al. [24] for designing
privacy notices and nudges, in our proposed nudge design, we have focused on
two types of nudges.
Content-driven Color Nudge: Users having identities across multiple
OSM platforms often indulge in cross posting which means posting same or
similar information across multiple OSM platforms. Such behavior increases similarity in their identities, thereby increasing the linkability score. Our first nudge
design addresses this particular issue by nudging the user through use of color.
Whenever user types a post which is similar to any of the existing posts made by
the user on other OSM platforms, we nudge the user by coloring the post’s text

(a) Facebook post is similar to
Twitter post, the text box around
post shows up in red.

(b) Facebook post is different from
Twitter post, the text box around
post shows up in green.

Fig. 3: Illustration of Content-driven Color Nudge in which it is assumed that
user has already made a post on Twitter and then is making a post on Facebook.

box border with red as show in Fig 3a. Color is green as long as linkability scores
are within their pre-configured ranges as shown in Fig 3b. This is an indication
to user that this post is an instance of cross posting which is going to increase
user’s linkability across OSM platforms. Nudge being only a soft paternalistic
intervention, we leave the text box colored with red and let user decide whether
user wants to continue making the post or refrain from making the post.
Attribute-driven Notification Nudge: User with multiple identities across
OSM platforms maintain their identities such that there is overlap among the
values of attributes specified by them on these OSM platforms. More the overlap,
more similar the identities would be and higher would be the linkability scores.
In fact, the initial linkability scores being computed when user grants authorization is mostly due to similar in profile attributes like name, username, location,
profile picture and so on. Whenever user modifies value of any profile attribute
over an OSM platform which causes change in linkability score such that the
score goes beyond the pre-configured desired range, then the user is nudged.
Nudge is delivered in the form of a pop-up notification on top right of screen
with a short message saying ‘Your linkability with Facebook has increased’ as
show in Fig 4. Again here, being only a soft paternalistic intervention, we allow
user’s change in attribute to take place and let user decide whether user wants
to revert the change or not.

5

User Evaluation & Results

In the last section, we present our approach for evaluating the system of linkability nudge by performing controlled lab study.

Fig. 4: Illustration of Attribute-driven Notification Nudge on top right of the
Facebook page alerting user with a short message that ‘Your linkability with
Twitter has increased’, similar notifications are present to user on interfaces of
Twitter and Instagram. Also shown is the enlarged view of nudge notification.

5.1

Participants

In order to gauge user’s perceptions and opinions with respect to usage and linkability issues in a multi-OSM scenario, we engaged 40 participants in pre-study
questionnaire. Subsequently, we filtered out and recruited only 12 participants
for controlled lab study who had their accounts on all the three OSM platforms
(namely Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) on which our proposed linkability
nudge was designed. Participants were within the age group of 18-26 years, with
67% female and 33% male comprising of mostly undergraduate students studying
computer science.
5.2

Study Design

We conducted controlled lab study in two phases namely
– Control Period : Participants are not exposed to linkability nudge. They are
asked to perform tasks as outlined in next section.
– Treatment Period : Participants are subjected to linkability nudge. In this
phase again, we ask the participants to perform the same tasks as performed
in control period.
5.3

Tasks

In order to prompt user to perform some activities so that effect of linkability
nudge could be observed, we designed two types of tasks: (a) Making scenario
based posts in which users are asked to make a post for a given hypothetical
scenario and (b) Changing profile attributes for the identities maintained by
users on OSM platforms. Detailed task descriptions are not mentioned in this
paper owing to space constraints.

5.4

Results

Here we present our observations and outcomes of user interactions with linkability nudge, the nudging patterns on the users, its impact on user behavior
and overall user evaluation. To help us in all of these, we plotted activities of
all participants on a time line from start of experiment till end including both
control and treatment period, total of around one hour as depicted in Fig 5.
Interactions with Nudge The time line plot helped us in understanding user’s
interactions with linkability nudge (degree of participation) and vice-versa (nudging frequency).
Degree of Participation: Based on the amount of time spent and number of tasks
performed (shown in Fig 5) both during control and treatment period, we can divide participants among three categories. P1, P3 and P6 performed at least 8 or
more tasks, taking into account both scenario based posts (shown in + symbol)
and profile changes (shown in × symbol) during treatment period, we consider
them highly active. While P4 and P5 also spent entire duration of one hour but
they performed very less number of tasks during treatment period. P10 and P12
performed reconfigurations in their linkability scores (shown in ? symbol) and
were moderately active. While the remaining participants performed at least two
tasks and were least active. We also recorded passive activities of participants
in which they viewed their linkability scores (shown in . symbol) and factors
contributing to those scores in form of piechart (shown in ◦ symbol).
Nudging Frequency: Participants were nudged during treatment period while
during control period, they were not nudged (in Fig 5, transition from control
to treatment period is depicted by a | symbol). Content-driven color nudge is
depicted by either 5 (red) symbol or 4 (green) symbol while Attribute-driven
notification nudge is depicted by 2 symbol. Participants who were highly active
were also nudged the most, more specifically P1, P3 and P6 received nudges 10,
13 and 7 times, respectively. Participants who were moderately active received
at least twice while the least active ones were nudged at least once.
Impact of Nudge on User Behavior We may recall that nudge is an intervention which makes users more informed so that they may take better decisions.
By design, nudges are suggestive and not binding on a user. Consequently, we
observed that at times users did change their behavior while at other times they
overlooked the nudge.
Impact of Content-driven Color Nudge: From Fig 5, we see that both participants P11 and P12 in their last activities tried to make a post after which they
were prompted with a content driven red color nudge (+ symbol followed by 5
(red) symbol) and they refrained from making the post. In contrast, participant
P1 continued to make a post even when content driven red color nudge was
displayed (+ symbol followed by 5 (red) symbol which is again followed by +
symbol indicating that participant continued to make the post).
Impact of Attribute-driven Notification Nudge: From Fig 5, we see that participants P6 and P10 performed a profile change which triggered notification nudge

Fig. 5: Complete timeline of activities of all 12 participants who took part in
controlled lab study performing various tasks in control and treatment period

which is immediately followed up by them to make change in linkability score
range (× symbol followed by 2 symbol followed by ? symbol). In contrast, participant P3 made a number of profile changes and was shown notification nudge
which was ignored (in other words linkability score were not reconfigured neither was profile change undone). P12 after having shown notification nudge only
viewed linkability scores.
Implications of Nudge To understand the overall impact of nudge, we assess
its efficacy on two parameters namely in creating awareness and usefulness.
Awareness of Linkability: 58% of participants (7 out of 12) understood the concept of linkability either completely or most of it after using our proposed linkability nudge while the remaining 42% said that they understood a little bit about
it. 42% of participants (5 out of 12) said that they are absolutely sure that they
are more aware about linkability implications and better informed after using
the nudge while another set of 5 respondents said that they are ‘somewhat’
more informed. Most of the participants (84%, 10 out of 12) said that they
did notice the factors contributing to their linkability scores which itself suggest
that participants were well informed about the causes for their linkability scores.
Nudge Utility: With respect to utility of nudge, we found that the most
popular among users was the Content-driven Color Nudge which was liked by
almost 84% of the participants (10 out of 12). This was followed by pie-charts
showing the contribution of profile attributes towards linkability score which was
liked by 75% of participants (9 out of 12). In terms of the overall assessment of
participants with respect to usability of the proposed linkability nudge, 58% (7

out of 12) found it to be useful and easy to use, while 33% (4 out of 12) found
it useful but complicated for use and only one participant didn’t find it useful.
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Discussions, Limitations & Conclusions

The purpose of linkability nudge was to help users understand the nuances involved in linkability of their identities across OSM platforms. The goal is that
when they perform an activity (making a post or changing profile attribute),
they are conscious of the fact that it may increase or decrease linkability of
their identity with respect to their identities on other OSM platforms. Linkability nudge would be most beneficial to those who often make personal posts
on one network and doesn’t want their colleagues in another network to identity them on personal networks. Preventing linkability at the level of profile is
quite challenging given that users would prefer to have similar values in their
profile settings. However, our proposed linkability nudge goes beyond and takes
into account linkability at the level of content being posted as well. Participants
of user study exhibited varied level of participation and were intervened by all
types of nudge designs during the controlled lab study. It is evidently clear that
behavior of at least some of the participants did change when they were exposed
to linkability nudge. They either refrained from making a post which is increasing their linkability or reconfigured the linkability score ranges. On other hand,
behavior of some of the participants didn’t change, which suggests that they
were not concerned about linkability issues. We expected more activities from
the participants and in future we would explore ways to improve it. Most of
the participants liked the color nudge reinforcing the notion that simple designs
make significant impact. Linkability nudge was able to make most of the participants more aware of the linkability issues. Some participants expressed concern
over complicated usability, on further investigation, we found that it was mainly
due to the time delay (2-5 seconds) which they experienced while making post
during treatment period. This is because each word typed is sent back to server
for re-computation of the linkability score causing the delay. We shall work to
improve the engineering design so as to reduce the delay. In future, we plan to
deploy our proposed system of linkability nudge in public domain and conduct
a field study to understand its impact more extensively on a wider audience.
To conclude, we may say that users maintaining multiple identities across OSM
platforms were able to see, in quantifying terms, the linkability of their identities between each pair of OSM platform. Linkability nudge helped users to take
corrective measures to avoid inadvertent disclosure of their personal information
owing to increased linkability. User evaluation validates that linkability nudge is
indeed quite helpful in making users understand the concept of linkability and
helps them through soft interventions to remain within their desired linkability
ranges.
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